2014: In the News

December 2014
Joshua Aizenman’s research on capital-control and emerging markets cited in The Economist.
Jacques Hymans wrote an article for Foreign Affairs on Iran and a nuclear “sneak out.”

November 2014
Laurie Brand on the goals of the MESP’s Iranian Studies Initiative in USC News.
Patrick James quoted in RT.com (Russia Today) article on tensions in the US government.
Brian Rathbun in USC News on European diplomacy.
Mary Sarotte published an op-ed in the New York Times, as article in TIME Magazine, and Politico Magazine, and her research was profiled in the Harvard Gazette, on warontherocks blog, in the Boston Globe, cited in Foreign Policy, and her book was reviewed in the Economist, the Wall Street Journal, New Statesmen, the Washington Post, among others: all on the end of the Cold War and the fall of the Berlin Wall.

October 2014
Mary Sarotte published a guest article in Die Zeit online. She also published an article in The Guardian, an op-ed in the Kyiv Post, among others.

September 2014
Jonathan Aronson’s Going Viral class in Daily Trojan Online.

August 2014
Carol Wise cited in the Christian Science Monitor on the minimum-wage debate in Mexico.

July 2014
Laurie Brand on her new book exploring national identities and how leaders use identity to justify policy and bolster legitimacy in USC News.
Robert English on the Malaysia Airlines plane crash in Ukraine in ABC News, and as a guest on AirTalk.

April 2014
Robert English in conversation with Travis Smiley.